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  Planning Enforcement Richard Harwood KC,2020-05-21 Planning enforcement is
one of the most diverse and complex areas of law. It is primarily concerned
with the taking of steps against development carried out without planning
permission or in breach of conditions of a planning permission. This new
edition is essential reading for barristers and solicitors specialising in
planning law, planning officers and consultants and academics, the key topics
explored and analysed in this edition include: - enforcement notices, stop
notices, temporary stop notices and breach of condition notices - the
parallel enforcement provisions for listed buildings, conservation areas and
the remainder of the historic environment and hazardous substances -
enforcement powers for planning obligations, trees, tidying up land and
advertising - the Community Infrastructure Levy and the development consent
regime for nationally significant infrastructure projects - the Human Rights
Act as decisions to carry out enforcement are affected by the Act as well as
a raft of duties such as the Public Sector Equality Duty and responsibilities
towards children - appeals, injunctions and High Court challenges The book
includes full coverage of planning enforcement in England, Wales and Northern
Ireland. Planning Enforcement, 3rd Edition, complements Planning Permission
and Planning Policy, offering a comprehensive and authoritative Bloomsbury
Professional library for the planning practitioner.
  EU Environmental Principles and Scientific Uncertainty before National
Courts Mariolina Eliantonio,Emma Lees,Tiina Paloniitty,2023-04-20 This
comparative book explores the dynamics driving how courts across Europe and
beyond understand and analyse scientific information in nature conservation.
The Habitats and the Birds Directives-the core of EU nature conservation law-
are usually seen as the most 'uniform' parts of EU environmental law. This
book analyses the case law from 11 current and former EU Member States'
courts and explores the dynamics of how, and crucially why, their
understandings of scientific uncertainty on the one hand, and EU
environmental principles on the other, vary. The courts' scope and depth of
review, access to scientific knowledge, and scientific literacy all influence
such decisions-as does their interpretation of norms and principles. How have
the courts evaluated scientific evidence, encompassing its essential
uncertainties? This book answers this and many more questions pertinent to EU
environmental law, comparative environmental law, administrative law, and STS
studies. Co-edited by experienced leaders in the field, and with outstanding
contributors, this book is an essential guide to the dynamics of nature
conservation law.
  Waite and Jewell: Environmental Law in Property Transactions Andrew
Waite,Gregory Jones,Valerie Fogleman,2017-02-03 Waite and Jewell:
Environmental Law in Property Transactions provides a comprehensive
practitioner guide to the environmental issues that arise in property
transactions. It is divided into three key sections: 1. Commentary and
guidance on the property transaction and identifies where the environmental
issues might occur. 2. Broader discussion and explanation of specific
environmental law issues that the practitioner needs to know about. 3.
Provision of precedents to assist the busy property lawyer. This edition will
give a general update following the last edition in 2009 and covers the Green
Deal, Climate Change Regulations and the significant number of Environmental
Permitting Regulations and Waste Regulations that have amassed since the last
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edition. Also includes a whole new chapter on climate change. Contents: Part
I Approaching the Transaction: Chapter 1 Introduction to Parts I and II;
Chapter 2 The need for information; Chapter 3 Preliminary enquiries; Chapter
4 Freedom of access to environmental information; Chapter 5 Local land
charges search; Chapter 6 Local authority and Water Company enquiries;
Chapter 7 Other sources of information; Chapter 8 Environmental survey;
Chapter 9 Assessing and managing environmental risk: contractual provision
and environmental insurance; Chapter 10 Particular transactions – leases and
lending; Chapter 11 Development contracts; Chapter 12 Transferring permits;
Part II The Broader Context: Chapter 13 Civil liability; Chapter 14 Statutory
nuisance; Chapter 15 Contaminated land; Chapter 16 Waste; Chapter 17 Water;
Chapter 18 Built environment; Chapter 19 Nature conservation; Chapter 20
Integrated pollution control and atmospheric pollution; Chapter 21 Climate
Change; Part III Precedents. Previous edition ISBN: 9781845921064
  The Anatomy of Administrative Law Joanna Bell,2020-05-28 This book seeks to
further our understanding of the nature of administrative law doctrine and
adjudication. It has three main aims. The first is to improve understanding
of administrative law's 'anatomy' by pulling the subject apart and exploring
the nature of the legal structures at play in adjudication. In doing so, the
book emphasises three main ways in which administrative law's anatomy is both
complex and diverse, namely: - administrative law doctrine interacts with a
broad array of legislative frameworks; - administrative law adjudication
seeks to accommodate a variety of legal values; and, - administrative law is
concerned with legal relationships of different kinds. The second aim is to
illustrate the importance of recognising the complexity and variety of
administrative law's anatomy in three particular doctrinal contexts:
procedural review, legitimate expectations and standing. The third and final
aim is to raise an important but under-explored question: is it plausible and
useful to attempt to make sense of administrative law doctrine by reference
to a singular organising concept or principle? The overarching message of the
book is one of cynicism. The complexity and variety of administrative law's
legal structures probably means that attempts to explain the field
'monistically', while they may capture important themes, will be unhelpfully
reductionist. Ambitious and thought-provoking, this is an important new
statement on administrative law.
  Human Rights Law Merris Amos,2021-07-15 This textbook comprehensively
examines and analyses the interpretation and application of the United
Kingdom's Human Rights Act 1998. The third edition has been fully updated to
include the last seven years of case law. Part I covers key procedural issues
including: the background to the Act; the relationship between UK courts and
the European Court of Human Rights; the definition of victim and public
authority; determining incompatibility including deference and
proportionality; the impact of the Act on primary legislation; and damages
and other remedies for the violation of Convention rights. In Part II of the
book, the Convention rights, as interpreted and applied by United Kingdom
courts, are examined in detail. All of the key Convention rights are
discussed including: the right to life; freedom from torture and inhuman or
degrading treatment or punishment; the right to liberty; fair trial; the
rights to private life, family life and home; freedom of religion and belief;
freedom of expression; the right to peaceful enjoyment of possessions; and
the right to freedom from discrimination in the enjoyment of Convention
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rights. The third edition of Human Rights Law will be invaluable for those
teaching, studying and practising in the areas of United Kingdom human rights
law, constitutional law and administrative law.
  A Practitioner’s Guide to Ancillary Orders in Criminal Courts Elaine
Freer,2019-05-23 This book provides a clear analysis of those possibilities
[created by the myriad of ancillary orders] and is to be welcomed: it will
help judges and practitioners navigate the complex landscape that the law has
created. [It] sets out the criteria and law surrounding orders and explains
them clearly and in detail: it addresses an often overlooked area of the law
but one that it is essential we understand and apply correctly. Sir Brian
Leveson, President of the Queen's Bench Division, Head of Criminal Justice –
in his Foreword to the book Ancillary orders often involve nuanced
application of detailed law. Combined with the huge variety of situations to
which they apply and ways in which they operate, the scope for error when
working with them is high. This is the only guide to the law, application and
analysis relating to Ancillary Orders, available to criminal courts, helping
you to mitigate risk for your clients. A Practitioner's Guide to Ancillary
Orders in Criminal Courts covers orders available on acquittal, such as
Restraining Orders and Defence Costs Orders, as well as those only available
on conviction, such as Compensation Orders and Directors' Disqualification
Orders, with each Order set out in a self-contained chapter. As such, the law
and precedent applying to that particular type of Order is simple to access.
Legislation and case law covered includes: Powers of Criminal Courts
(Sentencing) Act 2000 Prosecution of Offences Act 1985 Protection from
Harassment Act 1997 Sexual Offences Act 2003 Serious Crime Act 2007 Anti-
social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014 Misuse of Drugs Act 1971
Firearms Act 1968 Company Directors' Disqualification Act 1986 Costs: Lord
Howard of Lympne v DPP SHPOs: Cheyne, Connor SCPOs: Hancox and Duffy Driving
disqualification: Needham Directors' disqualification: Cadman In addition to
providing guidance on and analysis of those Orders, this book also sets out
the consequences of breaches. It will help you ensure that clients do not
have an unwarranted or overly-onerous order imposed upon them. An easy
reference guide for advocates and courts alike.
  Brand Co-Creation Tourism Research Raouf Ahmad Rather,2023-10-13 Responding
to the rapidly changing business landscape (including advances in social
media and information technology) and the COVID-19 pandemic where customers,
visitors, or tourists have become more connected, accessible, and informed
than ever before, many brands and firms are investing in brand management and
brand co-creation. This new volume provides an enlightening perspective on
brand co-creation, brand management, and branding through contemporary
conceptual discussions and empirical research studies from thought leaders.
Providing a step-by-step guide to the brand co-creation and branding process
in the hospitality and tourism industry, the volume identifies cutting-edge
measurements, strategies, and metrics for capturing and measuring brand co-
creation and highlights best practices in implementing brand management
marketing strategies. Starting with a basic understanding of brand (value)
co-creation, the volume then explores deeper by defining the concept,
describing the ways to measure it, and providing several strategies to
capitalize on it. The authors emphasize the interrelationship of these
concepts and how they manage brand co-creation. The book illustrates the
concepts with examples from around the globe. Topics cover the impact of
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social media on brand co-creation during the COVID-19 outbreak in the tourism
industry, co-branding emerging tourist destinations, analysis of the content
of hotel websites, creating better customer value, brand co-creation in e-
sports gaming events, post-COVID-19 educational tourism, and more. The volume
also presents a chapter on the state-ofthe-art role of augmented reality and
virtual reality in improving the customer experience. A synthesis of a
decade-long effort in brand co-creation, the book will be valuable to
academics, practitioners, consultants, destination management organizations
(DMOs), and managers looking to improve brand co-creation pre-, during-, and
post-pandemics.
  Reforming Corporate Retail Investor Protection Diane Bugeja,2019-12-12 The
spate of mis-selling episodes that have plagued the financial services
industries in recent years has caused widespread detriment to investors.
Notwithstanding numerous regulatory interventions, curtailing the incidence
of poor investment advice remains a challenge for regulators, particularly
because these measures are taken in a 'fire-fighting' fashion without
adequate consideration being given to the root causes of mis-selling. Against
this backdrop, this book focuses on the sale of complex investment products
to corporate retail investors by drawing upon the widespread mis-selling of
interest rate hedging products (IRHP) in the UK and beyond. It brings to the
fore the relatively understudied field concerning the different degrees of
investor protection mechanisms applicable to individual retail investors – as
opposed to corporate retail investors – by taking stock of past regulatory
reforms and forthcoming regulatory initiatives as well as, more importantly,
the conclusions reached by the judiciary in IRHP mis-selling claims. The
conclusions are particularly interesting: corporate retail investors are in a
vulnerable position when compared to individual retail investors. The former
are exposed to a heightened risk of mis-selling, meaning that regulatory
intervention should be targeted accordingly. The recommendations made as a
result of these findings are further supported by insights emerging from
behavioural law and economic theories. This book is aimed at researchers,
lawyers and students with an interest in the financial regulation field who
are keen to explore potential regulatory reforms to the investment services
regime that address the root causes of mis-selling, and restore a level
playing field amongst all retail investors.
  Bromley's Family Law Nigel Lowe,Gillian Douglas,Emma Hitchings,Rachel
Taylor,2021 'Bromley's Family Law' is a well-established and popular textbook
with students and practitioners alike. This edition has been updated to take
into account recent developments in family law.
  Maritime Labour Convention, 2006 - UK and REG Implementation Charles
Boyle,2018-11-29 Since the International Labour Organisation's Maritime
Labour Convention, 2006 (MLC) came into force internationally on 20 August
2013, it has already been amended, and a further two sets of amendments have
been agreed and are expected to come into force in 2019 and 2020. Maritime
Labour Convention, 2006 – UK and REG Implementation sets out in detail how
the UK, Bermuda, Cayman Islands, Gibraltar and the Isle of Man (being the
members of the Red Ensign Group (REG) which are subject to the MLC) have
implemented the Convention. Specific references are given to the laws,
merchant shipping notices and guidance, as well as identifying the areas
where implementation is permitted by way of collective agreements. As the MLC
sits in the context of the wider international regulatory regime, it
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expressly endorses the application of other international instruments and
standards, particularly those of the International Maritime Organisation.
Furthermore, many of the MLC's mandatory provisions have been incorporated
into EU Directives, which are relevant to the UK and Gibraltar. These
international and regional provisions are also referenced. Chapter 1 sets out
an introduction to the ILO and the MLC. Chapter 2 describes the general
approach of how the UK applies its legislation to UK ships and, while they
are in UK waters, non-UK ships without MLC documentation, and non-UK ships
with MLC documentation. Chapters 3-22 describe the UK provisions in more
detail as the other REG members' laws are influenced by those to a
significant extent. The specific provisions for Bermuda, the Cayman Islands,
Gibraltar and the Isle of Man have been set out, with detailed references to
the appropriate regulatory sources in Chapters 23-26. Due to the central role
of the MLC's Title 5 on compliance and enforcement, this is set out in full
(in Part VIII, Appendix 1), annotated with references to the relevant
sections of the ILO's guidelines on flag state control and port state
control. The full text of the amendments to the MLC have been set out in Part
VIII, Appendix 2.
  A Dictionary of Law Jonathan Law,2022-03-17 The bestselling title in the
Oxford Quick Reference series, A Dictionary of Law is an essential reference
work, described by leading university lecturers as 'the best law dictionary'
and favoured by law students and legal professionals alike. The tenth edition
features over 4,900 clear and concise definitions on major terms, concepts,
and processes within the English legal system, and is a useful source of
information for any of the many countries that base their legal system on
English law. It includes more than 120 new entries, including acid attacks,
lasers, Nightingale Courts, Northern Ireland Protocol, and retained EU Law.
Many of the new and revised entries reflect changes brought about by Brexit
and the Divorce, Dissolution and Separation Act 2020. There have also been
significant increases of coverage in the areas of constitutional law, medical
law, and employment law and professional regulation. Updated web links
complement the text and lead to a dedicated companion website for further
reading materials. The dictionary also contains a guide to legal writing, and
a citation guide drawn from the Oxford Standard for Citation of Legal
Authorities (OSCOLA).
  Cornerstone on the Planning Court Cornerstone Barristers,2021-03-31
Cornerstone on the Planning Court, Second Edition provides a detailed review
and analysis of the work of the Planning Court, as well as providing a
practical and tactical guide to planning judicial review and related
statutory challenges. Written by a team of specialist barrister practitioners
from Cornerstone Barristers led by Michael Bedford QC (General Editor), it
brings relevant material relating to the Planning Court together in a single
place, and provides: - An explanation of the new procedures as they are
developing in practice - Key tactical advice tailored to those who may be
involved in either bringing or resisting claims by analysing the powers,
procedures and jurisprudence of the Planning Court -Chapters on the role of
the courts in planning decisions and the key legal principles in Planning
Court claims - An examination of litigation costs Fully revised and
restructured, the Second Edition is invaluable to those with an interest in
all aspects of planning and public law claims, whether lawyers, planning
authorities, other statutory bodies, organisations, developers or action
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groups and individuals. This book forms part of the successful 'Cornerstone
on...' series of authoritative titles published by Bloomsbury Professional.
  Judicial Review Handbook The Hon Sir Michael Fordham,2021-01-07
Bloomsbury's eBooks are protected using Digital Rights Management (DRM). As
such, it is not possible to copy or print this eBook, nor will it be
accessible with an Adobe ID other than your own. ...an institution for those
who practise public law...it has the authority that comes from being compiled
by an author of singular distinction. (Lord Woolf, from the Foreword to the
Fifth Edition) The new edition of this Handbook remains an indispensable
source of reference and a guide to the case-law in judicial review.
Established as an essential part of the library of any practitioner engaged
in public law cases, if offers unrivalled coverage of administrative law,
including, but not confined to, the work of the Administrative Court and its
procedures. Once again completely revised and up-dated, the seventh edition
approximates to a restatement of the law of judicial review, organised around
63 legal principles, each supported by a comprehensive presentation of the
sources and an unequalled selection of reported case quotations. It also
includes essential procedural rules, forms and guidance issued by the
Administrative Court. As in the previous edition, both the Civil Procedure
Rules and Human Rights Act 1998 feature prominently as major influences on
the shaping of the case-law. Attention is also given to impact of the Supreme
Court. Here Michael Fordham casts an experienced eye over the Court's work in
the area of judicial review, and assesses the signs from a Court that will be
one of the key influences in the development of judicial review in the modern
era. The author, a leading member of the English public law bar, and now has
been involved in many of the leading judicial review cases in recent years
and is the founding editor of the Judicial Review journal.
  Comparative Multidisciplinary Perspectives on Omnibus Legislation Ittai
Bar-Siman-Tov,2021-05-27 This book is the first in the world to provide a
cross-national, comparative exploration of omnibus legislation. It
contributes to the global debate over omnibus legislation and offers
comprehensive, thorough and multifaceted coverage that concerns the fields of
legislation and legisprudence, comparative law, political science, public
policy and economics. Beyond its relevance for these fields, the book will
support practitioners in parliaments, governments and courts, thereby
impacting the actual use of omnibus legislation. A new, major and
controversial reform is enacted in the middle of the night. It is buried in a
massive omnibus bill hundreds of pages in length, which is rammed through the
legislative process at breakneck speed. The legislators receive the final
version of the bill in the very last minute, and protest that they’ve had no
opportunity to read it in detail and know what they’re voting upon. The
majority party’s legislative leaders, however, are unimpressed, and the law
is eventually passed on the basis of strict party discipline. Though it may
sound far-fetched, this scenario is all too familiar in many legislatures
around the world. The legislative practice of combining numerous unrelated
measures in one long bill, which is often passed via a highly expedited
process, has become a matter of intense debate and criticism in many
countries.
  Capitalism, Corporations and the Social Contract Samuel F.
Mansell,2013-03-14 Samuel Mansell critiques the principles of stakeholder
theory, proposing instead a qualified version of Friedman's shareholder
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theory.
  Current Law Statutes Annotated Great Britain,1987
  Stakeholder Theory Abe J. Zakhem,Daniel E. Palmer,Mary Lyn Stoll,2008 This
valuable collection of essential articles from the most prominent authors in
the field serves as the standard reference source for research into
stakeholder theory--the dominant framework for analyzing ethical issues
within the field of business ethics.
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